
12 Week Implementation



In the age of AI, every app should be intelligent. 

Meet Copilot, a Microsoft powered AI tool that focuses on amplifying your organization’s creativity and 
accelerating productivity which takes the grunt work off your plate.  With Copilot, you can empower 
everyone to achieve more.  Harness the power of Copilot to automate any mundane tasks, streamline 
processes (including document processing, workflow management), and deliver a differentiated 
customer experience with generative and intelligent Copilot Apps to make your workplace more 
intelligent. Copilot is not just a tool, it's the catalyst for your AI-driven digital transformation, unlocking 
the limitless possibilities hidden within your data. 
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► Technical Assessment: Focus 
on Copilot opportunities, cloud 
readiness, & security.

► Readiness Planning: Align 
stakeholders on a prioritized 
roadmap for rolling out Copilot 
to a pilot group or the entire 
organization.

► Enable: Acquire and deploy 
Microsoft 365 Copilot licenses for 
prioritized groups and 
employees.

► Communicate: Establish a 
communication framework and 
execute the communication 
plan to begin onboarding 
employees onto Microsoft 365 
Copilot.

► Adopt: Ensure employees are 
trained and supported to make 
the most out of Microsoft 365 
Copilot, including Copilot use 
cases and “prompt” best 
practices.

► Change 
Management: Establish a 
Copilot Centre of Excellence 
and a community of Copilot 
“Champions” to share 
knowledge and accelerate 
adoption.

► Support: Establish a program of 
continuous improvements to 
maximize productivity and 
return on investment.

► Innovate: Push the boundaries 
of AI by implementing 
advanced use case scenarios 
and integrations.



4 WEEKS

▪ Technical Readiness Assessment, 
including Data and Security Posture 
Review

▪ Leadership and Employee 
Readiness Planning

▪ Technical Configurations
▪ Prioritize and deploy Microsoft 365 

Copilot Licenses
▪ Establish and Execute 

Communication Plan

8 WEEKS

▪ Ensure all employees are trained and 
supported to make the most out of 
Microsoft 365 Copilot

▪ Provide training on key Microsoft 365 
Copilot features including key uses 
cases and “prompt” best practices

▪ Stand up a Microsoft 365 Copilot 
Centre of Excellence and 
Communities to share knowledge and 
support adoption through a network 
of champions

▪ Establish continuous improvement 
through analytics and feedback loops

ONGOING SUPPORT

▪ Establish a program of continuous 
improvements to maximize 
productivity and return on 
investment.

▪ Innovate: Push the boundaries of AI 
by implementing advanced use 
case scenarios and integrations.

Actual cost based on the defined statement of work (SOW). Contact us for pricing and details
Expected project duration is 12 weeks.
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